DNA-Functionalized Nanoceria for Probing Oxidation of Phosphorus Compounds.
Chemical reactions without an obvious optical signal change, such as fluorescence or color, are difficult to monitor. Often, more advanced analytical techniques such as high-performance liquid chromatography and mass spectroscopy are needed. It would be useful to convert such reactions to those with changes in optical signals. In this work, we demonstrate that fluorescently labeled DNA oligonucleotides adsorbed on nanomaterials can probe such reactions, and oxidation of phosphorus-containing species was used as an example. Various metal oxides were tested, and CeO2 nanoparticles were found to be the most efficient for this purpose. Among phosphate, phosphite, and hypophosphite, only phosphate produced a large signal, indicating its strongest adsorption on CeO2 to displace the DNA. This was further used to screen oxidation agents to convert lower oxidation-state compounds to phosphate, and bleach was found to be able to oxidize phosphite. Canonical discriminant analysis was performed to discriminate various phosphorus species using a sensor array containing different metal oxides. On the basis of this, glyphosate was studied for its adsorption and oxidation. Although this method is not specific enough for selective biosensors, it is useful as a tool to produce sensitive optical signals to follow important chemical transformations.